
Total Sent 532

Resent by request 11

Responses 317

% Response 61%

Total Mailed 294

mailed as not responding on survey monkey 118

mailed due to no email addresses 156

mailed by homeowner request 20

Responses 63

% Response 21%

Total Response % 56%

Surveys sent via mail: 

Bow Mar Traffic Survey

Results Summary

Surveys sent via email: Survey Monkey



Question #1

Do you support the Town of Bow Mar taking action to reduce traffic? (if your answer to this question is 

'no', do not answer any other questions, but please leave comments at the end)

Question #2

Do you support non-physical efforts, such as, for example, lowering the speed limit or increasing the size 

and/or number of speed bumps?
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Question #3

Do you support installing physical barriers to reduce traffic, such as, for example, gates or street 

barricades?

If the answer to Question (3) is 'yes', please answer the following: Do you support closing any of the 

following steets where they intersect with Sheridan? (please check each location you support closing).
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Question #5

If the answer to Question (3) is 'yes', please answer the following: Do you support installing one or more 

entry or exit gates? (if your answer to this question is 'no', do not answer any other questions, but please 

leave comments at the end)

Question #6

With respect to locations, do you support installation of a gate at the following locations? (please check 

each box you would support gate installation)
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If one or more gates is installed, which of the following do you prefer?

Question #7
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